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The co-production of biohydrogen and methane from the organic fraction of municipal

solid waste was investigated using a two-stage AD system, composed of a pilot

scale dark fermenter (DF) and a continuous methanogenic biofilm reactor. From the

DF process, a biohydrogen yield of 41.7 (± 2.3) ml H2/gVSadded was achieved. The

liquid DF effluent (DFE) was rich in short chain volatile fatty acids, i.e., mainly acetic and

butyric acid. The DFE was valorized by producing methane in the methanogenic biofilm

reactor. Two methanogenic biofilm reactors were used to assess the biotic and abiotic

role of the DFE on the performance of the reactors. Regardless of the different DFE

feeding (i.e., biotic and abiotic), similar and stable operational performance of the two

methanogenic biofilm reactors were observed with a respective methane yield and COD

removal efficiency of 280–300ml CH4/gCODremoved and 80–90%. Both methanogenic

biofilm reactors showed significant resistance toward organic shock loads and recovered

fast after reactor disturbance. The total estimated energy recovered in the form of

hydrogen and methane gas was, respectively, 28 and 72%, of the initial COD.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Simultaneous production of biohydrogen and methane from OFMSW was

investigated.

• A pilot scale dark fermenter and methanogenic biofilm reactor were used for,

respectively, biohydrogen and methane production.

• The biotic and abiotic role of the dark fermentation effluent on themethanogenic biofilm

reactor was assessed.

• Anaerobic biofilm reactors demonstrated a high tolerance toward an increased OLR.

• H2 and CH4 was 28 and 72%, respectively, of the total energy recovery from the

OFMSW.

Keywords: anaerobic biofilm reactor, biohydrogen, dark fermentation, energy recovery, methane, organic fraction

of municipal solid waste
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INTRODUCTION

The global increase in fuel prices coupled to the depletion of
fossil fuel reserves are creating an energy crisis, which is one
of the biggest challenges of the 21st century (Raheem et al.,
2016). It is, therefore, necessary to develop alternative energy
generation routes (Dareioti and Kornaros, 2015). Owing to its
clean production process and being a renewable energy source,
biological hydrogen production via dark fermentation processes
(DF) has recently gained significant attention (Ghimire et al.,
2015a). The DF process allows the use of a broad spectrum of
organic wastes, both liquid and solid waste streams, which greatly
increases the economics of the process (Guo et al., 2010). Despite
its benefits, progress toward a biohydrogen economy using the
DF process is hindered by several factors, such as low substrate
conversion efficiency and hydrogen yield (Bonk et al., 2015;
Ghimire et al., 2015a).

As an alternative strategy to exploit most of the energy content
of organic substrates, coupling the DF process (producing
biohydrogen) with the anaerobic digestion (AD) process
(producing methane) has recently received a renewed attention
by many researchers (Cavinato et al., 2012; Monlau et al.,
2015; Yeshanew et al., 2016c). Such a coupled system creates a
wider scope in developing a sustainable approach by producing
a highly valued gaseous fuel: biohythane (Capson-Tojo et al.,
2016; Cavinato et al., 2016). Biohythane, a mixture of H2

and CH4, is a promising renewable energy carrier (Yeshanew
et al., 2016c) which has higher flame speed, heat efficiency
and easy ignition temperature, in addition to having a more
stable combustion efficiency in internal combustion engines
compared to solely natural gas (Liu et al., 2013). This mixed
gas is commercially applied as vehicle fuel in some countries,
such as USA and India (Cavinato et al., 2016), and is receiving
popularity in the transportation sector (Liu et al., 2013). The
production of biohythane is often carried out via a two-stage
AD reactor configuration (Monlau et al., 2015), where the faster
growing hydrogen producing microorganisms develop in the
first stage, and the slow growing acetogenic and methanogenic
microbial groups develop in the second stage (Dareioti and
Kornaros, 2015). The synergy of the integrated process relies
on the maximum utilization of the organic substrate, and hence
improved biofuel generation, for a better economic evaluation of
the AD process (Monlau et al., 2015).

Studies of the DF process have been mostly conducted at
a laboratory scale in batch, semi-continuous, or continuous
reactors (Ghimire et al., 2015a). Limited data exist that show
pilot and/or industrial scale experiences. Hence, further research
on pilot-scale operation is important to expand the process
for commercial purposes. For the second methane production
stage, the use of biofilm-based reactors has been recommended
by several authors (Chu et al., 2008; Yeshanew et al., 2016c),
owing to the slow growth rate of methanogenic archaea, their
sensitivity toward operational conditions and their vulnerability
for washout from the AD reactors. Anaerobic biofilm reactors
have shown excellent performances and are robust processes
by retaining the slow growing anaerobic biomass through their
immobilization on an inert solid carrier material with a large

surface area (Van Lier et al., 2015; Yeshanew et al., 2016b).
Consequently, this reactor configuration has been widely applied
to treat various types of industrial and municipal wastewaters
during the last two decades (Karadag et al., 2015; Van Lier et al.,
2015; Carrillo-Reyes et al., 2016).

The increased generation of municipal solid waste (MSW)
is a natural consequence of population growth, urbanization,
and industrialization (Bonk et al., 2015). Nearly 60% of the
MSW comprises of the organic fraction (OFMSW), mainly
constituted of kitchen waste, urban greening waste and waste
paper (Dong et al., 2009). The associated environmental pollution
is a serious global concern current societies face (Liu et al.,
2006; Bonk et al., 2015). Accordingly, proper waste management
is crucial to minimize further environmental degradation and
making a sustainable society (Dong et al., 2009). Considering
this aspect, the utilization of OFMSW through an integrated DF
and AD system represents several benefits that combine waste
minimization, energy recovery, and valorization. Moreover, due
to the abundant nature of the waste with its high biodegradability
and carbohydrate content, scaled-up applications of such an
integrated process could be sustained (Ghimire et al., 2015a;
Cavinato et al., 2016).

During the DF process, biohydrogen is liberated as a gaseous
product along with the production of a liquid effluent: the dark
fermentation effluent (DFE). The DFE is characterized by a
high soluble organic matter content, consisting of mainly short
chain volatile fatty acids (VFAs) and alcohols (Guo et al., 2014).
Hence, it can serve as a preferred substrate for the subsequent
AD process (Yeshanew et al., 2016c). Recently, several studies
have exploited the potential of DFE for several applications,
such as production of electricity via microbial fuel cells (Lee
et al., 2014), biohydrogen via photofermentation (Ghimire et al.,
2015b; Luongo et al., 2016), lipids via growth of heterotrophic
microalgae (Turon et al., 2015), methane gas via AD (Yeshanew
et al., 2016c), and value added products like biopolymers
(Ghimire et al., 2015a). Therefore, the concept of hydrogen
production using the DF process can be extended to a biorefinery
context, where in addition to hydrogen, different other products
of commercial interest can be simultaneously produced (Guo
et al., 2010). The cited studies highlighted the suitability of the
DFE for its direct application in an anaerobic reactor without
further pretreatment compared to the other applications, making
the process very cost effective (Lee et al., 2014). The overall
metabolic rate and operational stability of the second (methane
production) stage depends on the VFAs composition of the DFE
(Nathoa et al., 2014).

Apart from soluble metabolites, the DFE may also contain
a significant concentration of anaerobic biomass (Zahedi et al.,
2016). In particular, when the DF process is carried out using
mixed cultures, the microbial community in the DFE is diverse
and often dominated by Clostridia species (Guo et al., 2014).
The presence of these fermentative bacterial groups in the DFE
may influence the downstream methanogenic process. It is,
therefore, important to investigate the biotic (in the presence of
fermentative bacteria) and abiotic (in the absence of fermentative
bacteria) impact of the DFE on the performance of methanogenic
biofilm reactors, in order to allow process intensification and
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implementation of such a two-stage DF-AD system. To the best
of our knowledge, such an evaluation of the operation of a
two-stage DF-AD system has not yet been reported.

This study focused on the co-production of biohydrogen
and methane (biohythane) from OFMSW using a two-stage AD
system, comprised of a batch pilot scale DF and a continuous
methanogenic biofilm reactor. In addition, the biotic and abiotic
role of the DFE on the performance of methanogenic biofilm
reactors was assessed, while the reactors were fed with different
types of DFEs (biotic and abiotic). Moreover, the impact of
organic shock loads on the methanogenic biofilm reactors was
studied. The microbial communities in the two methanogenic
biofilm reactors were characterized as well.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Substrate
Simulated OFMSW was prepared according to the composition
of this waste type reported by the solid waste collector and
valorization company TRIFYL (Labesssière-Candeil, France).
The waste composition by weight was: 7% beef meat, 3.9% coffee,
4.3% rice, 20.9% potatoes, 5.1% biscuit, 5.1% garden waste, 1.9%
yogurt, 31.7% white office paper, 16.7% packing cartoons, and
3.4% color cartoons. The physico-chemical characteristics of the
OFMSW are given in Table 1.

The office paper, packing cartoons and colored cartoon,
collected from nearby offices and stores, were separately crushed
to a size of 1.0 × 1.0 cm using a waste shear crusher (BLiK
crusher, BB230 model), and stored under dry conditions at room
temperature until use. The garden waste, collected from a nearby
garden, and all the remaining waste fractions were prepared
freshly based on the waste composition. The mixed waste was
then blended with an electrical food blender without adding
water, and then used for the DF experiment.

Inoculum
The mixed culture used as a seed for the DF process was
obtained from the full scale landfill AD bioreactor of TRIFYL
(Labesssière-Candeil, France). The characteristics of both inocula
for the DF process and the methanogenic biofilm reactor
are presented in Table 1. The mixed culture used in the DF
process was initially pretreated thermally at 100◦C for 60min
to inactivate the hydrogen consumers (methanogens) and enrich
the fermentative hydrogen producing bacteria (Ghimire et al.,
2015b). The methanogenic biofilm reactors were inoculated
with anaerobic sludge sampled from a full scale AD plant

located in Marseille (France). The plant treats sugar processing
wastes at mesophilic conditions (35 ± 2◦C). The collected
sludge was temporarily kept in a 35◦C room until use for the
experiments.

Reactor Set-Up
Pilot Scale Batch DF Reactor
A pilot scale batch fermenter (Figure 1) was used for the DF
process with a dual purpose: (i) to demonstrate the scale-up
operation of the DF process and (ii) to obtain a higher volume of
the DFE under the same operational conditions. The fermenter
had a total and working volume of 60 and 20 liter, respectively,
with a depth of 55.9 cm and an inner diameter of 37 cm (Table 2).
The temperature was maintained at mesophilic conditions (35
± 2◦C) by recirculating hot water in the outer jacket of the
reactor from a thermocouple controller. The pH was monitored
during the process with an immersed pH probe inside the reactor
(Mettler Toledo 1100 Calimatic). The substrate to inoculum
ratio (S/I) was 20 gVSsubstrate/gVSinoculum. This initial organic
loading was considered higher compared to the previous studies
conducted on the batch DF process (Pan et al., 2008; Nathoa
et al., 2014; Ghimire et al., 2016). No initial pH adjustment was
performed in this study. Prior to starting the DF operation, the
fermenter was flushed with nitrogen gas to ensure an initial
anaerobic atmosphere. The total gas volume was measured daily
by means of a gas Ritter meter (TG05/S, Bochum, Germany) and
samples were taken for gas composition analysis. The batch DF
process lasted for seven days and the experiment was performed
in duplicate.

FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of the pilot scale DF and continuous

methanogenic biofilm reactor.

TABLE 1 | Main characteristics of the organic fraction of municipal solid waste and the inocula used in this study.

Parameters Unit OFMSW Inoculum for DF reactor Inoculum for methanogenic biofilm reactors

pH – 5.6 ± 0.07 8.9 ± 0.05 8.0 ± 0.03

Total solid (TS) % wet basis 69.4 ± 1.4 1.4 ± 0.01 5.13 ± 0.54

Total volatile solid (TVS) % dry basis 60.4 ± 1.7 0.58 ± 0.19 4.3 ± 0.61

Total chemical oxygen demand (TCOD) g/kg 192.4 ± 10.1 NA NA

NA, Not analyzed.
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TABLE 2 | Operational conditions of the DF and biofilm methanogenic reactor.

PILOT SCALE DF REACTOR

Total volume (L) 60

Feeding conditions Batch

Temperature (◦C) 35

Loading (gVSsubstrate/gVSinoculum) 20.0

Duration (days) 20 7

METHANOGENIC BIOFILM REACTOR

Reactor volume (L) 0.5

Feeding conditions Continuous

Temperature (◦C) 35

OLR (gCOD/L.day) 9.0–27.0

HRT (day) 1

Duration (days) 31

Methanogenic Biofilm Reactor
Two identical methanogenic biofilm reactors, named as Rabiotic

and Rbiotic, were used for the second methanogenic stage
(Figure 1). The reactors were made up of a PVC column each
with an effective volume of 0.5 L (internal diameter 9 cm, height
11 cm). Anox Kaldness-K1 (Veolia, Sweden) was used as biofilm
carrier material for both reactors. The Kaldness-K1 carrier is
a polyethylene cylinder with a cross inside and “fins” on the
external surface. It has a specific weight of 145 kg/m3 and specific
surface area of 500 m2/m3. To achieve a good substrate removal
efficiency without crowding the reactor, 20% of the reactor
(volume basis) was filled with Kaldness-K1 carrier as described
by Yeshanew et al. (2016b). The reactors were operated in parallel
at mesophilic conditions (35 ± 2◦C) by using a thermostatic
hot water reservoir. Initial anaerobic conditions were created by
flushing both reactors with nitrogen gas.

The Rabiotic was fed with a DFE that further underwent solid
separation and microfiltration as discussed below in sub-section
Preparation of the DFE (Methanogenic BiofilmReactor Influent).
Conversely, the Rbiotic was fed with the DFE which was not
further pretreated. The influent was continuously pumped into
the bottom of the methanogenic reactors by means of a peristaltic
pump (Masterflex L/S, France). The influent was stored inside a
refrigerator throughout the experiment to maintain a constant
temperature at 4◦C. The liquid inside the reactor was recycled
intermittently from the bottom to the top of the reactor at a flow
rate of 60 ml/h in order to provide good contact between the
biomass and the substrates. The methanogenic biofilm effluent
was discharged at the top of the reactor via a coiled-tube designed
for the effluent outlet. Effluent samples were taken three times a
week for the analysis of pH, COD, and VFAs. Biogas production
was measured by a volumetric gas flow Ritter meter (MGC-
1 V3.3, PMMA) and gas samples were taken regularly for gas
composition analysis.

Preparation of the DFE (Methanogenic
Biofilm Reactor Influent)
At the end of each pilot scale DF assay, around 7.5
Liter of the DFE was collected, which initially underwent

a residual solid settlement and pre-filtration as reported by
Ghimire et al. (2015b). Briefly, the homogenized DFE aliquot
(15 Liter in total) was divided into equal volumes and
further prepared into two conditions: biotic and abiotic DFE
aliquots.

For the abiotic conditions, the aliquot was firstly centrifuged at
15,000 rpm for 20min. The supernatant was then further filtered
through a membrane filter having a 1.2µm pore size (Nylon
WH, Ireland). It was assumed that the majority of the microbiota
present in the DFE was eliminated by the membrane filtration
(Turon et al., 2015). The DFE for the biotic conditions was used
directly without any pretreatment. Both the abiotic and biotic
DFE were stored at−20◦C until use for the experiments. Then, it
was thawed to room temperature (25◦C) prior to feeding to the
methanogenic biofilm reactor. In this way, the composition of the
feed for the methanogenic reactors was constant throughout the
experimental period.

Start-Up Process and Operation of the
Methanogenic Biofilm Reactors
Prior to feeding the DFE to the methanogenic biofilm reactors,
synthetic carbohydrate rich wastewater was used to start-up
both reactors. The latter was composed of a mixture of acetate,
butyrate, and ethanol at a volumetric ratio of 0.5: 0.3: 0.1,
respectively (Yeshanew et al., 2016b). Ammonium chloride
(NH4Cl) served as nitrogen source based on a carbon to
nitrogen (COD/N) ratio of 20 (Karadag et al., 2015). In addition,
the feed was supplemented with nutrients and trace elements
as indicated elsewhere (Yeshanew et al., 2016b). A similar
start-up strategy as described by Cresson et al. (2007) was
followed for the start-up of both methanogenic biofilm reactors:
the organic loading rate (OLR) was increased stepwise while
keeping a relatively shorter hydraulic retention time (HRT).
When nearly 80% COD removal efficiency was attained, the
subsequent OLR was increased by 20%. In this study, the OLR
of both methanogenic biofilm reactors was gradually increased
starting from 0.5 gCOD/L.day to the final designated OLR of
9.0 gCOD/L.day. A shorter and constant HRT of 1 day was
maintained throughout the operation of both reactors (Cresson
et al., 2007).

After finalizing the start-up process within 25 days, i.e.,
reaching the desired OLR (9.0 gCOD/L.day) by achieving a
satisfying COD removal efficiency (≥ 80%) and stable methane
production rate, the two reactors were fed the different DFE:
Rabiotic was fed with the abiotic DFE, while Rbiotic was fed with the
biotic DFE. This was performed in order to assess the biotic and
abiotic role of the DFE on the subsequent methanogenic biofilm
reactors.

The responses of the reactors performance toward shock loads
were assessed by imposing an increase in OLR (18, 27, and
36 gCOD/L.day), through increasing the influent concentration,
while keeping the HRT constant at 1 day. Changes in the reactor
performance in response to the shock load were monitored
during the operational phases. The OLR was restored to the pre-
shock level (9 gCOD/L.day) after the maximum shock load (36
gCOD/L.day) was applied.
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Microbiological Analysis
The relative abundance of different groups of the archaeal and
bacterial community in the two methanogenic biofilm reactors
was quantified using quantitative PCR (qPCR). Initially, DNA
was extracted and purified with the fast DNA SPIN kit for soil
according to the manufacturer’s instruction (MP Biomedicals).
An aliquot of 1ml of sample was first centrifuged for 10min,
and then the pellet was resuspended by vortexing in 115 µl
of 10% (wt/vol) N-lauroyl-sarcosine (N-LS) and 385 µl of
4M guanidine thiocyanate −0.1M Tris-HCl (pH 7.5). The
homogeneous sample (500 µl) was stored at −20◦C prior to
DNA extraction. DNA quantity and purity were assessed using
spectrophotometry (Infinite NanoQuant M200, Tecan). The V3
region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified to analyse the
structure of the archaeal and bacterial community. The primers
W49F and W104R were used for the bacterial (29), and W274R
and W275F were used for the archaeal (Braun et al., 2011). PCR
amplifications were carried out using Mastercycler thermocycler
(Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany).

The PCR mixture used for the amplification of the bacterial
sequences contained 5 µl of 10 × Pfu Turbo buffer, 0.2mM
deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs), 8 nM each primer,
1.25U of Pfu Turbo DNA polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA),
1 µl of genomic DNA, and water added to obtain a final volume
of 50 µl. The PCR conditions were an initial denaturing step of
2min at 94◦C; 25 cycles of a three-stage program of 30 s at 94◦C,
30 s at 61◦C, and 30 s at 72◦C; and a final elongation for 10min at
72◦C (Braun et al., 2011).

The PCR mixtures used for the amplification of archaeal
sequences contained 2.5 µl of 10 × Pfu Turbo buffer, 0.2mM
dNTPs, 10 nM each primer, 0.625U of Pfu Turbo DNA
polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA), 0.5 µl of genomic DNA,
and water added to obtain a final volume of 25 µl. The PCR
conditions were an initial denaturing step of 2min at 94◦C; 30
cycles of a three-stage program of 30 s at 94◦C, 30 s at 65◦C,
and 30 s at 72◦C; and a final elongation for 10min at 72◦C. All
reactions were stopped by cooling the mixture to 4◦C (Braun
et al., 2011).

The obtained community profiles were aligned based on
the ROX internal size standards and normalized with the
package Statfingerprints (Michelland et al., 2009) in R 2.12 (R
Development Core Team, 2010). Statistical analyses such as
dissimilarity indices and analysis of variance were performed
with the R package vegan 2.0-0 (Braun et al., 2011) using
functions vegdist and anosim, respectively.

Analytical Methods
The total solids (TS) and volatile solids (VS) concentrations were
measured according to the Standard Methods for examination
of water and wastewater (APHA, 2005). The pH was determined
with a Mettler Toledo 1100 Calimatic pH meter and electrical
conductivity was measured by an electrical conductivity meter
(WTW BIOBLOCK, LF325). The chemical oxygen demand
(COD) analysis was determined using analytical test kits for
high chloride content waters 146 (MERCK 117059.0001). The
total alkalinity concentration was quantified by titration with a
strong acid (HCl) (Yeshanew et al., 2016b). Volatile fatty acids

(VFAs), lactic acid and alcohols were measured in triplicates with
a high performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC) as described
elsewhere (Carrillo-Reyes et al., 2016). Biogas composition (CH4,
CO2 and H2) was analyzed by a gas chromatograph (Clarus 580,
Perkin Elmer) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector as
described by Carrillo-Reyes et al. (2016). All tests were carried out
in triplicate and results are given as average values of the tests.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Pilot Scale Batch DF Process
Biohydrogen Yield
Figure 2A shows the cumulative hydrogen production curve and
operational pH during the batch pilot scale DF process. The
cumulative hydrogen production curve showed an increasing
trend and then reached a plateau. The pH steadily decreased
along with the increased biohydrogen production from 8.8 to 5.3
(± 0.1) (Figure 2A). During the maximum hydrogen production
rate (day 1–3), the pH was between 5.5 and 6.5. This pH value
has been indicated as an optimal value for an efficient hydrogen
production during the DF process using mixed cultures (Faloye
et al., 2014; Cavinato et al., 2016; Yeshanew et al., 2016c). The
average hydrogen gas yield from the pilot scale DF process
was 41.7 (± 2.3) ml H2/gVSadded. These results are comparable
with the work of Liu et al. (2006), who obtained a hydrogen
yield of 43ml H2/gVSadded from the OFMSW using a mixed
culture DF process at mesophilic (37◦C) temperature. Besides,

FIGURE 2 | Cumulative hydrogen production curve and pH (A) and biogas

composition (B) during the DF process.
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the hydrogen yield obtained in the current study was in line
with the hydrogen potential range of OFMSW (between 26.3 and
96ml H2/gVSadded) reported by Okamoto et al. (2000) during
lab scale DF under mesophilic conditions. Studies have shown
that the hydrogen production by mixed cultures could be directly
correlated to the sugar content in the feed substrates (Monlau
et al., 2015; Yeshanew et al., 2016c). OFMSW is one of the suitable
substrates for the fermentative hydrogen production process
due to its high carbohydrate fraction and various other organic
compounds, which are easily accessible for the fermentative
bacteria (Dong et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2014).

As depicted in Figure 2B, the produced biogas during the
DF process mainly consisted of hydrogen and carbon dioxide
gas with a maximum hydrogen concentration of around 34.4%
on day 2. However, the hydrogen concentration declined
to 28% on day 3 and 17% at the end of the process
(Figure 2B). The decreased hydrogen concentration could be
associated to hydrogen consumption by homoacetogens and/or
hydrogenotrophic methanogens, as methane gas was detected
from day 3 onwards (Figure 2B). This could be attributed to the
long fermentation time allowed for the DF process (more than 3
days). Hence, the hydrogen-consuming microbial groups started
to develop gradually after day 3 of the DF operation (Figure 2B).
Similar to this study, Pasupuleti and Venkata Mohan (2015)
observed a drop in the hydrogen concentration and subsequent
increase in methane concentration after 12 h during biohydrogen
production from distillery wastewater in a batch reactor system,
which was due to the dominance of methanogenic fermentation
over acidogenic fermentation through time. Another possible
reason for the drop in the hydrogen concentration could be
the insufficient heat pretreatment of the mixed culture. Heat
pretreatment of a mixed culture at 100◦C has been regarded
as an efficient method to inactivate the hydrogen-consuming
microbial population and enrich hydrogen producing spore-
forming bacteria, such as Clostridium species (Zahedi et al.,
2016). Conversely, a heat pretreatment at 100◦C for 1 h has
been found to not completely inhibit the homoacetogenic and
methanogenic groups (Alibardi et al., 2012) and our result is
consistent with this observation.

The results from the current work suggest that during the
pilot scale operation of the DF process, the mode of inoculum
heat pretreatment has a great relevance and needs to be
carefullymonitored in order to effectively suppress the hydrogen-
consuming anaerobic microbial populations, taking into account
the large inoculum volume used for the large reactor size.
For instance, applying a proper mixing during the course of
the inoculum heat pretreatment results a homogeneous heat
applied and hence could inhibit more efficiently the hydrogen-
consuming anaerobic groups.

The majority of the previous work on the DF process,
although promising, has been conducted at the laboratory scale
with a typical reactor volume up to 0.5 L (Dong et al., 2009;
Ghimire et al., 2015b; Zahedi et al., 2016). As a consequence,
limited information is available on the efficiency of biohydrogen
production using the DF process at a larger scale system, i.e.,
pilot and/or industrial scale (Lee et al., 2010; Cavinato et al.,
2012; Faloye et al., 2014). The pilot scale operation carried out in

this study may provide experience with upgrading such a process
from laboratory to large scale operation and hence promote the
intensified practice of the DF process. Cavinato et al. (2012)
carried out a two-stage pilot scale thermophilic DF and AD of
food waste for the simultaneous production of biohydrogen and
methane. The hydrogen yield was 66.7 LH2/kg TVS (total volatile
solids) at an OLR of 16.3 kgTVS/m3.day and HRT of 3.3 days.
In addition, Lin et al. (2011) reported the long term pilot-scale
operation of a high rate reactor for biohydrogen production, fed
with sucrose as the substrate at an OLR between 40 and 240 kg
COD/m3.day. The authors achieved a maximum hydrogen yield
of 1.04mol H2/mol sucrose at an OLR of 240 kg COD/m3.day.

Chemical Characteristics of the DFE
The DF process not only produces hydrogen gas, but also
a liquid supernatant rich in VFAs and alcohols, the DFE
(Yeshanew et al., 2016c). Table 3 presents the average chemical
characteristics of the DFE produced from the pilot scale DF
process duplicate experiments. The DFE was characterized by a
high soluble COD content, indicating the efficient hydrolysis of
the particulate fraction of the OFMSW to the liquid phase during
the DF process (Yeshanew et al., 2016a). The distribution of
intermediate metabolites in the DFE is considered as an indicator
for monitoring the hydrogen production performance during the
DF (Ghimire et al., 2015b).

In this study, the main metabolites were comprised of VFAs
and alcohols, with acetic and butyric acid as the dominant VFAs
from the process (Table 3). This suggested that the metabolic
activity involved in the hydrogen-producing pathways was of
an acetate-butyrate fermentation type (Ghimire et al., 2015b;
Yeshanew et al., 2016c). Likewise, Guo et al. (2014) observed
the prevalence of acetic and butyric acid during the batch
fermentative biohydrogen production from the OFMSW. The
result also suggests the mixed culture used in this study contains
dominantly a Clostridium species, as evidenced by the typical
hydrogen and acid producing DF process (Dong et al., 2009;
Carrillo-Reyes et al., 2016). Acetic and butyric acid are the
primary soluble metabolites generated by Clostridium species at

TABLE 3 | Main physico-chemical characteristics of the DFE.

Component Unit Concentration

pH – 6.1 ± 0.4

TS % wet basis 3.0 ± 0.8

TVS % dry basis 1.8 ± 0.5

Conductivity mS/cm 20.8 ± 2.8

Total COD g/L 41.1 ± 8.7

Soluble COD g/L 35.6 ± 6.3

Lactic acid g/L N.D.

Acetic acid g/L 8.6 ± 2.1

Propionic acid g/L 1.52 ± 0.8

Butyric acid g/L 7.05 ± 1.4

Ethanol g/L 0.508 ± 0.1

Total alkalinity gCaCO3/L 8.51 ± 1.4

N.D., not detected.
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37◦C and pH 5.5 (Guo et al., 2014). Moreover, the DFE had a
high total alkalinity concentration, representing its high buffering
capacity. This high alkalinity concentration can be ascribed to the
presence of a high concentration of total alkalinity in the mixed
inoculum used for the DF experiments (Table 1).

Continuous Operation of Methanogenic
Biofilm Reactors
Start-Up Process
Figure 3 illustrates the reactor performance in terms of COD
removal efficiency, methane yield and effluent pH during the
start-up process of both methanogenic biofilm reactors. The

objective of the start-up period of the methanogenic biofilm
reactors was to enhance the biofilm formation on the carrier
materials within a possible shorter operational time by washing
out the suspended biomass, meanwhile reaching the desired
higher OLR with satisfying substrate removal efficiency (Escudié
et al., 2011). According to the start-up strategy suggested by
Cresson et al. (2007), the COD removal efficiency should exceed
80% before the subsequent raise of the OLR (Wahab et al., 2015).
In this study, both reactors were initially launched at an OLR

of 0.5 gCOD/L.day and a shorter HRT of 1 day. Afterwards,

the OLR was gradually increased by 20% on a daily basis.
For both methanogenic biofilm reactors, the observed COD

FIGURE 3 | Performance of the methanogenic biofilm reactors during the start-up process: (A) COD removal efficiency, (B) methane yield at each OLR increase, and

(C) pH as a function of operational time.
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removal efficiency at each OLR step was nearly 80 (± 5.4)%
(Figure 3A). At the end of the start-up process, the maximum
OLR (9 gCOD/L.day) was kept constant for 10 consecutive days
(more than 3 HRTs) in order to ensure the stable operation of
the reactors at a higher OLR. During these days, both reactors
achieved a stable COD removal efficiency ranging between 81
and 86%.

Themethane yield of both reactors during the start-up process
was between 200 and 270 (± 5.3) ml/gCODremoved (Figure 3B).
This methane yield is quite far from the theoretical amount for
organic substrate, i.e., 350 ml/gCODremoved. However, it should
be noted that during the start-up period of anaerobic biofilm
reactors, the AD biomass utilizes some fractions of the incoming
carbon to build the biopolymer matrix for the formation of a
matured biofilm (Michaud et al., 2002). Hence, the methane
yield during the start-up process is often less than the theoretical
amount (Cresson et al., 2007; Wahab et al., 2015). Nonetheless, a
stable methane yield was observed in both of the methanogenic
biofilm reactors, irrespective of the increasing OLR, which shows
the high activity of the methanogenic archaea during the process.
Besides, the pH of both reactors was kept at a desirable range for
AD reactors throughout the start-up period, i.e., between 7.3 and
7.9 (± 0.2), reflecting a stable AD process (Figure 3C).

The start-up process of both methanogenic biofilm reactors
was established within 25 days, i.e., the designated OLR of 9.0
gCOD/L.day and a COD removal efficiency exceeding 80% were
achieved. This start-up period (25 days) was considered relatively
short compared to previous studies, where the start-up period
amounted to 150 days (Yeshanew et al., 2016b). This might
be attributed to the adopted start-up strategy and the type of
wastewater used (mixture of acetic and butyric acid and ethanol),
which is readily biodegradable by acetogenic and methanogenic
anaerobic biomass. A long start-up period, which might take
from 2 to 9 months, is one of the major drawbacks of anaerobic
biofilm reactors (Yeshanew et al., 2016b). This is mainly due to
the sensitive nature of the slow growing anaerobic biomass to
operational conditions, in addition to their vulnerability to easy
washout from the reactor (Van Lier et al., 2015). Accordingly,
several start-up approaches have been reported in the literature
(Escudié et al., 2011; Yeshanew et al., 2016b). The applied start-
up strategy constituting of a progressive increase of the OLR
at a shorter HRT has favored the biofilm formation, through
facilitating the quick wash out of the suspended biomass from
the reactor by creating a high competition between suspended
and attached biomass for substrates (Cresson et al., 2007; Mattei
et al., 2015;Wahab et al., 2015). The result obtained in the current
study (i.e., higher COD removal efficiency and stable operation)
also confirmed the effectiveness of this strategy in retaining
the slow growing methanogenic biomass in the methanogenic
biofilm reactor within a short period of time, i.e., 25 days
(Figure 3).

Performance of Methanogenic Biofilm Reactors

Treating the DFE
After the start-up process was completed (Figure 3), the
performance of both methanogenic biofilm reactors was
evaluated, while feeding the DFE under abiotic and biotic

conditions (Figures 4, 5). Based on the observed performance of
both reactors, the operational period can be classified into three
phases: stable (from day 1–31), shock load (from day 32–34) and
recovery (from day 35–46) phase.

Phase I: Stable process operation (day 1–31)
In this operational phase, the reactors were operated at an OLR
and HRT of 9 gCOD/L.day and 1 day, respectively, while Rabiotic

and Rbiotic were fed with the abiotic and biotic DFE, respectively.
Both reactors demonstrated a stable performance in terms of
methane yield, COD removal efficiency, and pH (Figures 4A–C).
No significant variation of the performance pattern was noted
between the two reactors, regardless of the different DFE feeding
(abiotic and biotic). The observed methane yield and COD
removal efficiency in both reactors were between 280–300 (± 4.7)
ml CH4/gCODremoved and 80–90 (± 2.6)%, respectively. The pH
remained between 7.5 and 8.5 (± 0.2) throughout the process
(Figure 5B), showing the optimal ranges for the methanogenic
biomass. In addition, the VFAs concentrations in the effluent
were low,<200mg/L (Figure 5A), indicating the capability of the
methanogenic archaea to efficiently utilize the VFAs in the DFE
and convert them into methane gas.

The reactor operating conditions, i.e., an OLR of 9
gCOD/L.day and 1 day HRT, are regarded as relatively high
loading rates compared to the studies carried out by the
conventional suspended biomass AD systems, such as a CSTR
(Kinnunen et al., 2014; Regueiro et al., 2015; Khemkhao et al.,
2016). Operating at a short HRT and high OLR is one of
the important features of anaerobic biofilm reactors, since the
majority of the methanogenic biomass is retained in the reactors
by the biofilm system. Such a system possesses several advantages,
including high metabolic activity rates and stable operation at
higher loading rates compared to the conventional typologies
(Van Lier et al., 2015; Yeshanew et al., 2016c). As a result, biofilm-
based AD systems have been widely applied for the treatment of
several types of industrial and municipal wastewater (Van Lier
et al., 2015).

Our results are consistent with previous studies that have been
carried out using two-stage biofilm AD systems from various
organic wastes. Chu et al. (2008) observed a high methane yield
and stable performance of methanogenic biofilm reactors while
treating OFMSW in two-stage systems. The authors obtained
a methane yield of 464ml CH4/g VSadded at an OLR of 16.3
gCOD/L.day and HRT of 5 days. Similarly, Yeshanew et al.
(2016c) reported steady state operation of a methanogenic
biofilm reactor treating food waste using a two-stage AD system
at an OLR of 6.1 gCOD/L.day and HRT of 1.5 days, with a
methane yield of around 334.7ml CH4/gCOD.day. Moreover,
Lee et al. (2010) emphasized the stable operation of a biofilm
based methanogenic reactor treating OFMSW in a thermophilic
two-stage AD system, and achieved 250ml CH4/gCOD at an
OLR of 8.4 gCOD/L.day and a HRT of 7.7 days.

Phase II: Shock load phase (day 32-34)
The reactors were then exposed to a transient organic shock
load on operational days 32–34, aiming to assess the limiting
organic load conditions of the methanogenic biofilm reactors.
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FIGURE 4 | Profiles of the performance of Rabiotic and Rbiotic: (A) COD removal efficiency, (B) methane yield, and (C) total alkalinity.

Accordingly, on day 32, both reactors were imposed to an
increased OLR from 9 to 18 gCOD/L.day (first high OLR), by
increasing the influent COD concentration from 9 to 18 g/L,
while keeping a constant HRT of 1 day. The reactor performance
was, however, not affected by the raised organic load as shown by
the stable methane yield, COD removal efficiency, pH, and VFAs
concentration (Figures 4, 5). Hence, the OLR of both reactors
was further increased to 27 gCOD/L.day on day 33. Surprisingly,
no signs of process disturbance and instability were noticed in
both reactors at this elevated OLR as well.

This high tolerance toward the increased organic load can
be attributed to the substrate characteristics (i.e., high alkalinity
content of the DFE, Table 3) and the reactor configuration, i.e.,

methanogenic biofilm reactors are generally less susceptible to
high organic loads due to the presence of well attached and
active biomass (Yeshanew et al., 2016c). Figure 4C confirmed
the presence of a high alkalinity concentration inside the reactor,
as the total alkalinity increased along with the OLR. This study
showed the benefits of a coupled two-stage AD system to operate
stably even at a transient change of OLR. The DFE served as
a suitable substrate for the subsequent methanogenic biofilm
reactor as it offered not only VFAs to produce methane, but also
a high alkalinity to maintain the stability of the process at the
higher OLR. This finding highlights the positive and synergistic
correlation of the coupled system for an efficient operation of the
two-stage AD process.
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FIGURE 5 | VFAs concentration (A) and pH (B) during the operation of

Rabiotic and Rbiotic fed with DFE.

On day 34, the OLR was increased to 36 gCOD/L.day (i.e.,
3-fold increment), targeting to reach the maximum organic
shock load. It was performed through raising the influent COD
concentration to 36 g/L. In addition, 10ml of diluted acid (0.1N
HCl) was added together with the influent of both reactors in
order to lower the pH and disturb the methanogenic process,
since the presence of high alkalinity in the DFE maintains
the pH in the range for the methanogenic process (6.5–8.5).
Subsequently, on this operational day, process deterioration
occurred in both reactors: the methane yield dropped from 300
(± 5.7) to 40 (± 2.1) ml/gCOD along with the COD removal
efficiency down to 10% (Figures 4A,B). It was accompanied by
a drop of pH to around 4.3. A maximum peak in the VFAs
concentration, in particular acetic acid (up to 2555 ± 10.3
mg/L), was recorded on this day (Figure 5A), indicating the
system was overloaded. Besides, propionic acid was detected,
showing the imbalance of the AD process and the poor reactor
performance. In practical applications of the AD process, e.g.,
in anaerobic wastewater treatment plants, the reactor stability
upon a hydraulic and/or organic shock load is one of the most
important aspects of the reactor design, owing to the variable
nature of domestic wastewater in terms of flow and organic load
(Gopala Krishna et al., 2008).

Similar to our study, Gopala Krishna et al. (2008) investigated
the stability of an anaerobic baffled reactor (ABR) upon a short

term organic shock load when treating low strength wastewater
(COD concentration 500 mg/L). The organic shock load was
performed by increasing the influent COD concentration 2 and
3 times (i.e., 100 and 200% increase, respectively) each for a
period of 4 and 8 h, while maintaining a constant HRT of 8 h.
The authors reported that the ABR could sustain the organic
shock load during a first organic load rise due to the presence
of active biomass in the system. However, high COD and VFAs
concentrations were recorded during a second shock load (200%
increase of the initial COD).

Phase III. Process recovery (day 35-50)
After the organic shock load event, the OLR was reverted to
the previous condition, i.e., an OLR of 9 gCOD/L.day and a
HRT of 1 day. A fast recovery of the process performance was
observed for both reactors (Figure 4). Besides, it was noticed
that Rabiotic had a higher performance than Rbiotic in this phase
(Figure 4), indicating the abiotic role of the DFE for a rapid
restoration of the ADprocess. From day 35 onwards, themethane
yield and COD removal efficiency were notably increased. The
accumulated VFAs, in particular the acetic acid concentration,
were rapidly depleted and the pHmaintained within the range of
7.5–8.0 (± 0.1) (Figure 5A). Afterwards, both reactors operated
stably at the designated operational condition. The fast recovery
was due to the high alkalinity of the DFE, providing enough
buffering capacity to the methanogenic biofilm reactors and
hence potentially maintained the process stability.

Microbial Communities in the Methanogenic Biofilm

Reactor
The microbial community present in the two methanogenic
biofilm reactors was monitored during the stable operation and
recovery phase to further study the role of the biotic part
of the DFE on the distribution of the microbial diversity in
the second stage methanogenic biofilm reactors. The relative
abundance of the main microbial groups is given in Table 4.
Methanobacteriales constituted the major group of methanogens
(64–69% during the stable operational period), followed by
Methanosaeta, Methanospirillum, and Methanosarcina. Similar
to the reactor performance, no significant variations of the
archaeal microbial community were observed between the two
methanogenic biofilm reactors, regardless of the different DFE
fed to both reactors.

The larger Methanomicrobiales population was attributed
to the high loading rates of both methanogenic biofilm
reactors (OLR ≥ 9 gCOD/L/day) compared to previous studies
(Yeshanew et al., 2016c). Methanomicrobiales are the most
resistant methanogens to higher OLRs (Zahedi et al., 2016). It is
important to note that methanogenic reactors should be operated
under suitable conditions for syntrophic bacteria (Si et al., 2016).
Hence, the increased amount of Methanobacteriaceae would
enhance the methane production and COD removal efficiency.
Our result is supported by Si et al. (2016), who reported
a higher amount of Methanobacteriales during biohythane
production in a two-stage system. Similarly, Zahedi et al.
(2016) studied the microbial processes involved in the two-
phase AD during hydrogen and methane production from
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TABLE 4 | Relative abundance of the microorganisms in the two methanogenic biofilm reactors during stable operation and the recovery phase (%).

Species Microorganisms present in the biofilm Microorganisms in the liquid supernatant

Stable operational phase Recovery phase Stable operational phase Recovery phase

Rabiotic Rbiotic Rabiotic Rbiotic Rabiotic Rbiotic Rabiotic Rbiotic

EUBACTERIA DOMAIN

Clostridium sp. 3 5 6 10 10 27 6 11

Other non-clostridium 6 8 3 9 9 17 8 15

ARCHAEA DOMAIN

Methanobacterium sp. 64 69 51 40 73 76 56 47

Methanosaeta sp. 27 24 41 11 19 17 30 7

Methanospirillum sp. 1 1 4 1 2 1 5 2

Methanosarcina sp. 5 2 1 3 2 5 1 6

Other unclassified 3 5 3 5 4 6 8 8

biowaste. Methanobacteriales constituted the major group of
methanogens in their second stage methanogenic reactor relative
to the other methanogenic groups. The authors also emphasized
that Methanobacteriales are more tolerant to high organic load
conditions compared toMethanosaeta species.

Regarding the fermentative bacterial community in the two
methanogenic biofilm reactors, a relatively larger population of
bacterial, such as Clostridium sp. was identified in Rbiotic than
in Rabiotic (Table 4). This was due to the elimination of the
majority of the microorganisms present in the DFE fed to Rabiotic,
as described in section Preparation of the DFE (Methanogenic
Biofilm Reactor Influent). Clostridium sp. was the dominant
microbial species in the DF for the production of hydrogen
and VFAs in mixed culture with a pH between 5.0and 6.0
from organic substrates (Guo et al., 2010; Si et al., 2016). This
observation confirmed that the presence of fermentative bacteria
in the DFE did not have a significant impact on the distribution
of the methanogenic biofilm community in both second stage
reactors. It should be noted that as there are no substrates for
the fermentative bacteria in the second stage biofilm reactor, the
bacterial species present in the raw DF effluent do not impact
the performance and microbial dynamics of the methanogenic
biofilm reactor. Turon et al. (2015) reported a major influence of
the fermentative bacteria present in the DFE on the downstream
process during heterotrophic cultivation of microalgae using
DFE. This was due the competition between microalgae and
bacteria, which limited the availability of carbon, nitrogen,
phosphate, and oxygen to the microalgae (Turon et al., 2015).
Hence, during the coupled process of DF and heterotrophic
cultivation of microalgae, the DFE should be sterilized. In
contrast, our result showed that the DFE can be used directly
in the AD system without further treatment. This is a notable
feature of the coupled DF-AD system, making the process cost-
effective (Lee et al., 2014).

Overall Energy Recovery of the Coupled
DF-AD System
This study demonstrated the potential co-production of
hydrogen and methane (biohythane) from OFMSW via the

pilot scale DF followed by a methanogenic biofilm reactor.
The methanogenic biofilm reactors demonstrated an excellent
performance and stability in terms of operating at a higher
OLR, robustness against organic load change, and faster process
recovery. Furthermore, this study is the first to report the role
of fermentative bacteria from the DF step on the subsequent
methanogenic biofilm reactor, showing minor performance
differences during stable operation, but a noticeable effect during
the recovery phase. Accordingly, prolonged operation of such a
two stage system is recommended for taking advantage of the
high operational stability for commercial application.

Based on the obtained result, the energy recovery from the
overall system was computed, considering the total specific gas
production and composition as well as the initial COD content
of the OFMSW (Table 1). The estimated energy recovery from
the OFMSW initial COD as biohythane in terms of hydrogen
and methane gas was 28 and 72%, respectively. Si et al. (2016)
reported an energy recovery of 19 and 81% from glucose in terms
of hydrogen and methane, respectively, using a packed bed two-
stage reactor system. Table 5 compares literature data performed
on co-production of biohydrogen and methane from various
organic substrates and the energy recovery from the substrates.

The energy yields of hydrogen and methane from the DF
and methanogenic reactor were calculated based on the heating
values of H2 (242 kJ/mol) and CH4 (801 kJ/mol). This study
indicated OFMSW can be valorized by biohythane production
with a good operational performance at high OLRs. The overall
energy recovery obtained in this study was comparable to other
studies (Table 5). However, a post treatment of the solid residue
left after the mild separation of the DFE is suggested in order to
accomplish a full conversion and valorization of the OFMSW, by
a composting process.

CONCLUSIONS

This study showed the potential of OFMSW for simultaneously
producing biohydrogen and methane using a pilot scale
dark fermenter and lab scale methanogenic biofilm reactor,
respectively. The pilot scale DF produced hydrogen gas
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TABLE 5 | Comparison of literature studies performed on the biohythane production potential from various organic wastes using two-stage AD systems under different

conditions.

Substrate First stage

operational

conditionsa

Second stage

operational

conditionsa

First stage hydrogen

yield (L/kgVSadded)

Second stage

methane

yield(L/kgVSadded)

Total energy

recovery

(MJ/kgVSadded)
f

References

Food waste Reactor type: CSTR

Temperature: 55◦C

HRT: 3.3 days

OLR: 16.3 kgVS/m3.day

Reactor type: CSTR

Temperature: 55◦C

HRT: 12.6 days

OLR: 4.8 kgVS/m3.day

67.0 720.0b 18.8 Cavinato et al.,

2012

Food waste Reactor type: CSTR

Temperature: 55◦C

HRT: 1.3 days

OLR: 38.4 kgVS/m3.day

Reactor type: ASuBR

Temperature: 35◦C

HRT: 5.0 days

OLR: 6.6 kgVS/m3.day

205.0 464.0 12.4 Chu et al., 2008

Food waste Reactor type: CSTR

Temperature: 55◦C

HRT: 3.7 days

OLR: 3.4 kgVS/m3.day

Reactor type: AFBR

Temperature: 35◦C

HRT: 1.5 days

OLR: 6.1kgCOD/m3.day

115.0 334.0c 12.3 Yeshanew et al.,

2016c

Banana peels Reactor type: Batch

Working volume: 0.5 L

Temperature: 37◦C

Reactor type: CSTR

Working volume: 0.5 L

Temperature: 37◦C

209 284 12.4 Nathoa et al.,

2014

Sun flower stalks Reactor type: Batch

Working volume: 4.5 L

Temperature: 37◦C

Reactor type: CSTR

Temperature: 55◦C HRT:

21 days OLR: 1.5

kgVS/m3.day

7.1 152d 5.4 Monlau et al.,

2015

Cheese whey +

liquid cow manure

+ ensiled sorghum

Reactor type: CSTR

Temperature: 37◦C

HRT: 0.5 days

OLR: 115.6kgVS/m3.day

Reactor type: CSTR

Temperature: 37◦C

HRT: 16 days

OLR: 2.9kgVS/m3.day

15.7e 310.3 11.3 Dareioti and

Kornaros, 2015

OFMSW Reactor type: Batch

Working volume: 20 L

Temperature: 37◦C

Reactor type: AnBioR

Temperature: 37◦C

HRT: 1 day

OLR: 9.0 kgCOD/m3.day

41.0 301c 7.6c This study

aCSTR, continuous stirred tank reactor, ASuBR, Anaerobic suspended biofilm reactor; AFBR, Anaerobic fixed bed reactor, AnBioR, Anaerobic biofilm reactor.
bL/kg TVSadded .
cGas, L/kgCOD removed; Energy, MJ/kgCODinitial .
dDigestate from the first stage reactor was used.
eCalculated from article data.
fCalculated from article data at STP conditions, based on the heating values of hydrogen (242 kJ/mol) and methane (801 kJ/mol) (Yeshanew et al., 2016c).

[with a yield of 41.7 (± 2.3) ml H2/gVSadded] and DFE.
The latter had a high total alkalinity (8.5 gCaCO3/L) and
VFAs concentration, mainly acetic (8.6 g/L), and butyric acid
(7.1 g/L). In the second stage methanogenic biofilm reactor,
the observed methane yield and COD removal efficiency
were between 280 and 300 ml/gCODremoved and 80 and
90%, respectively, during stable process operation. The most
abundant methanogenic populations in the methanogenic
biofilm reactors were Methanobacteriales species. The
methanogenic biofilm reactor performance was not affected
by the fermentative microorganisms present in the DFE. In
addition, the methanogenic biofilm reactors showed a high
resistance toward organic shock loads and fast recovery after a
shock load episode.
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